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In the  last  decade  the  breeding  technology  referred  to  as  ‘genomic  selection’  (GS)  has  been implemented
in  a  variety  of species,  with  particular  success  in  animal  breeding.  Recent  research  shows  the potential
of  GS to reshape  wheat  breeding.  Many  authors  have  concluded  that the  estimated  genetic  gain per  year
applying  GS  is  several  times  that  of  conventional  breeding.  GS  is,  however,  a new  technology  for  wheat
breeding  and many  programs  worldwide  are  still struggling  to  identify  the  best  strategy  for  its  imple-
mentation.  This  article  provides  practical  guidelines  on  the key considerations  when  implementing  GS. Areeding value
enetic gain
enotype × environment interaction
arker-aided breeding
uantitative trait loci
review  of  the  existing  GS  literature  for a range  of species  is provided  and  used  to  prime  breeder-oriented
considerations  on  the  practical  applications  of GS.  Furthermore,  this  article  discusses  potential  breeding
schemes  for GS,  genotyping  considerations,  and  methods  for effective  training  population  design.  The
components  of selection  intensity,  progress  toward  inbreeding  in half-  or full-sibs  recurrent  schemes,
and  the  generation  of  selection  are  also  presented.
©  2015  The  Authors.  Published  by Elsevier  Ireland  Ltd.  This  is an open  access  article  under  the CC. Introduction
Classical breeding of wheat (Triticum aestivum L. and T. durum
esf.) has evolved dramatically in the last century. This has been the
ombined result of implementation of accurate experimental ﬁeld
esigns, statistical methods, the development of doubled haploids
DH), the application of the concepts of quantitative and population
enetics, and the integration of various plant sciences disciplines
uch as pathology, entomology, and physiology. This evolution has
ushed the yearly genetic gain obtained through selective breeding
G) to a near-linear increase of 1% in potential grain yield [1,2].
Abbreviations: G, genetic gain; BP, breeding population; CIMMYT, Centro
nternacional de Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo; CP, coefﬁcient of determination;
H,  doubled-haploid; EC, environmental co-variable; GBLUP, genomic best linear
nbiased predictor; GBS, genotyping-by-sequencing; GE, genotype × environment
nteraction; GEBV, genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV); GS, genomic selec-
ion; LD, linkage disequilibrium; ICARDA, International Center for Agricultural
esearch in the Dry Areas; MARS, marker-aided recurrent selection; MAS, marker-
ssisted selection; PS, phenotypic selection; QTL, quantitative trait loci; RILs,
ecombinant inbred lines; SNPs, single-nucleotide polymorphisms; TP, training pop-
lation; TBV, true breeding value; VP, validation population.
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: Rodomiro.Ortiz@slu.se (R. Ortiz).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.plantsci.2015.08.021
168-9452/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. This is an open access
c-nd/4.0/).BY-NC-ND  license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Unfortunately, this impressive rate of gain is not sufﬁcient to cope
with the 2% yearly increase in the world population, which relies
heavily on wheat products as source of food [3]. A solution is needed
for this estimated 1% gap between production and demand.
In recent years, the deployment of molecular tools has been
used as a means to accelerate yield gain. In particular, marker-
assisted selection (MAS) to improve breeding efﬁciency has become
commonplace in breeding programs [4]. Numerous MAS  strate-
gies have been developed, including marker assisted backcrossing
[5–7] with foreground and background selection [8,9], enrichment
of favorable alleles in early generations [10,11], selection for quan-
titative traits using markers at multiple loci [12,13], and across
multiple cycles of selection [14]. Frisch and Melchinger [15] pro-
vide the selection theory for marker-aided backcrossing. Their
research indicates that selection response depend on marker link-
age map  and parents’ marker genotypes. Furthermore, the number
of required marker data points will be reduced 50% by increasing
population sizes from generation BC1 to BC3 and without affecting
the proportion of the recurrent parent genome [16,17]. A 3-stage
strategy for combining recombinant selection at markers ﬂanking
target gene with single-marker assays and genome-wide selec-
tion with high -throughput markers in BC1 was  more efﬁcient
than genome-wide background selection with high-throughput
 article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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arkers alone [18]. While this breeding technology has helped in
eeping the yield gains from plateauing, there are no reports of
heat breeding programs achieving yearly gains above 1%. Some
f the reasons why this technology has not led to step changes
n genetic gain include affordability, marker availability, and the
uantitative nature of many traits.
Wheat is an inbred cereal that generates small farm revenues,
hus limiting its investment in research, and therefore the afford-
bility of large-scale MAS  programs. The detection of quantitative
rait loci (QTL) for quantitative target traits (such as grain yield)
s also limited by the precision of estimating QTL effects [19].
ernardo [20] surmised that, of the 10,000 QTL identiﬁed in map-
ing studies in 12 major crop species, only a handful had been
eployed for MAS  in breeding. From the understanding of these
imitations, and taking advantage of the ever-reducing cost of
olecular markers [21], the concept of genomic selection (GS) was
erived [22,23], with the speciﬁc intent of employing genome-wide
arker data to effectively select for multi-genic quantitative traits
arly in the breeding cycle [24,25].
Genomic selection uses genome-wide markers to predict the
reeding value of individuals. To perform GS, a population that
as been both genotyped and phenotyped, referred to as the train-
ng population (TP), is used to train or calibrate a statistical model,
hich is then used to predict breeding or genotypic values of non-
henotyped selection candidates. This second set of individuals,
hich are genotyped but not phenotyped, is referred to as the
reeding population (BP). The performances for various traits of
he BP are therefore predicted using allelic identity with loci that
ere found associated with the phenotype in the TP. Intensively
henotyped and genotyped diverse lines from a breeding program
rovided a potential TP for robust calibration models [26].
The genomic estimated breeding value (GEBV) is derived on the
ombination of useful loci that occur in the genome of each indi-
idual of the BP and it provides a direct estimation of the likelihood
f each individual to have a superior phenotype (i.e., high breed-
ng value). Selections of new breeding parents are made based on
he GEBV. This leads to shorter breeding cycle duration as it is no
onger necessary to wait for late ﬁlial generations (i.e., usually F6 or
ollowing in the case of wheat) to phenotyping quantitative traits
uch as yield and its components. A third set of individuals, deﬁned
s the validation population (VP), is genotyped and phenotyped.
he GEBV is calculated for the VP, and its correlation to the actual
henotypic value is used to estimate the ‘accuracy’ of the GS model.
The expected gain from GS per unit time is deﬁned as
G = irA/T, where i is the selection intensity, r is the selection accu-
acy, A is the square root of the additive genetic variance, and T
s the length of time to complete one breeding cycle [27]. Assum-
ng equal selection intensities and equal genetic variance for both
S and phenotypic selection (PS), greater gain per unit time can be
chieved as long as the reduction in breeding cycle duration by GS
ompensates for the reduction in selection accuracy. Given realis-
ic assumptions of selection accuracies, breeding cycle times, and
election intensities, GS can increase the genetic gain per year com-
ared to PS in both animal and crop breeding [28–32]. Moreover, for
hose traits that have a long generation time or are difﬁcult to eval-
ate (i.e., insect resistance, bread making quality, and others) GS
ecomes cheaper or easier than PS so that more candidates can be
haracterized for a given cost, thus enabling an increase in selection
ntensity.
Here, we review the current knowledge accumulated for GS in
arious species, and use this to deliver practical recommendations
n how to conduct wheat breeding using GS. Many of the topics
resented in this article are still pending validation, and it will be
tated throughout the text when unconﬁrmed results were used for
eriving recommendations. This reﬂects the fact that many inno-
ative wheat breeders are initiating GS today, before protocols arece 242 (2016) 23–36
optimized, and thus we  think would welcome a set of practical
recommendations.
2. Lessons from animal breeding using genomic selection
In livestock, breeding values rank animals on genetic merit.
Those sires and dams with the highest scores are the breeding
stocks for the next generation. Genomic prediction has been used
extensively in livestock breeding, particularly in dairy cattle [33],
as a tool for predicting breeding values for quantitative traits using
dense DNA markers throughout the genome [34]. It improves relia-
bility by accounting for the inheritance of genes with small effects.
The accuracy of prediction depends on the TP features such as size,
marker number, trait heritability and relationship to the BP. For
example, a higher accuracy and lower bias were noted in Norwe-
gian Red Cattle for production traits with high heritability than for
low-heritability health traits, which will require more records to
achieve similar accuracy [35]. The accuracy of estimating breed-
ing values in livestock may  ensue solely from the ability of DNA
markers to capture genetic relationships [36]. Likewise, this type of
selection seems to be more accurate than phenotypic selection for
low-heritability traits in juvenile animals, particularly when lack-
ing phenotypic records, and may  lead to reducing breeding costs
[37].
Dairy cattle’s breeding is particularly suited to the application
of GS for two reasons. Firstly, breeding selection is more intense
on males (bulls or sires), for which no phenotypic record is avail-
able (i.e., no milk production). Traditionally, dairy bull breeding
values are estimated based on progeny testing, which takes time
(until bulls have daughters and daughters produce milk). In con-
trast, genotyping and subsequent GS can be done at birth. Secondly,
thanks to the global effort in recording the results of progeny test-
ing for milk production, large phenotypic datasets were already
available, and the addition of genotypes led to a comprehensive TP
at marginal cost.
Simulation has been very useful for comparing methods with
the aim of increasing the accuracy of estimating breeding values
in livestock breeding [38]. Some private dairy breeding programs,
particularly in Holstein cattle, are already marketing bull teams
based on their GEBV when just two  years old. Such an approach
may  lead to doubling the rate of genetic gain in dairy cattle breeding
[39].
Thus genome-wide prediction of breeding values has become
a standard method for selecting animals as parents for the next
generation in livestock breeding. Still, GS is today a predominant
reality only for those species where a single animal, like the sire, is
sold at a high price. However, some of its concepts remain very
relevant for the genetic enhancement of crops. The use of pre-
dicted breeding values in crop breeding, unlike livestock breeding,
may  further beneﬁt from generating larger populations in a short
time, by the various mating designs that can be implemented, and
for easily producing pure lines, hybrids or clones [40]. In the case
of crops, inbred lines or F1 hybrids allow breeders to replicate a
given genotype as many times as needed. Since no relative can
be more related to an individual than itself, plant breeders rarely
recur to progeny testing, which is instead common practice in ani-
mal  breeding. Thus, when adapting GS approaches from animals
to plants it is critical to understand that plant breeders can rely
on replicated trials that ensure high accuracy in estimating the
actual breeding value and in a relatively short amount of time,
making PS quite efﬁcient in crops. Furthermore, the existence of
strong genotype × environment interactions and of complex popu-
lation structure among plant populations, make the use of GS more
challenging in plant breeding than in livestock.
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. Lessons from plant breeding using GS
After the initial work of Meuwissen et al. [23], Bernardo and Yu
24] were the ﬁrst to show the impact of GS for plant breeding.
he authors performed a computer simulation study showing that
sing the whole set of markers used for genotyping gave better
rediction accuracy of breeding values than using only subsets of
arkers signiﬁcantly associated with QTL (i.e., MAS). A few years
ater, de los Campos et al. [41], and Crossa et al. [42,43] showed the
rst genomic-enabled predictions in real plant breeding scenarios,
howing it is possible to reach relatively high genomic predictions
n several maize and wheat data sets. These authors were the ﬁrst to
emonstrate wheat predictions using pedigree as well as genomic
elationship information as implemented in several parametric and
on-parametric statistical models. After these initial results, a large
mount of scientiﬁc work has been conducted and published to
tudy prediction accuracy in several crop species.
The ﬁrst proof that genomic selection works in plant breeding
as given by Massman et al. [25], whose results from a breed-
ng experiment demonstrated real genetic gains achieved through
S in a bi-parental temperate maize population derived from a
ross between B73 and Mo17. This study involved genotyping 233
ecombinant inbred lines (RILs) with 284 markers, evaluating the
estcrosses under well-watered conditions and advancing the pop-
lation using GS and marker-aided recurrent selection (MARS).
he authors reported superior response to GS for stover yield, as
ell as stover and grain yield indices by 14 to 50% over MARS.
ombs and Bernardo [44] performed ﬁve cycles of GS to introgress
emi dwarf maize germplasm into US Corn Belt inbred lines and
eported consistent gains from Cycle 0 (C0) to Cycle 1 (C1), but
ot beyond. More recently, Beyene et al. [45] showed the appli-
ation of GS to improve tropical maize populations for grain yield
nder drought stress conditions. The authors compared GS with
edigree selection across eight biparental tropical maize popula-
ions, and reported that the average gain from GS per cycle across
ight populations evaluated in drought environmental conditions
n sub-Saharan Africa was 0.086 Mg  ha−1. They also reported that
verage grain yield of C3-derived hybrids was signiﬁcantly higher
han that of hybrids derived from C0. Hybrids derived from C3 pro-
uced 7.3% higher grain yield than those developed through the
onventional pedigree breeding method.
Hofheinz et al. [46] indicate that ridge regression based on pre-
iminary estimates of trait heritability give an approximation of best
inear unbiased prediction without losing accuracy. However, they
oted that one cycle of a breeding program may  not be suitable as an
ndicator for the accuracy of predicting lines of the next cycle unless
raits show a high heritability. Ridge regression with shrinkage
actors that were proportional to single-marker analysis of vari-
nce estimates of variance components or a modiﬁcation of the
xpectation-maximization algorithm that yields heteroscedastic
arker variances are alternatives to Bayesian methods, particularly
hen computational feasibility or accuracy of effect estimates are
mportant [47]. Zhao et al. [48] used weighted best linear unbiased
rediction (W-BLUP), which treats the effects of known functional
arkers more appropriately, to increase accuracy of prediction for
odel traits such as heading time and plant height in wheat.
Genomic selection seems to be a promising approach for hybrid
reeding in self- pollinating crops such as wheat [49,50], partic-
larly when heterotic pools are unknown. Longin et al. [51] give
 perspective on hybrid wheat breeding according to quantita-
ive genetics and indicate various factors affecting selection gains
n hybrid and inbred line breeding. Expected selection gains are
maller in the former than in the latter, and also depend signiﬁ-
antly on the hybrid seed production costs and the genetic variance
vailable in hybrid versus line breeding [52].ce 242 (2016) 23–36 25
4. What to keep in mind when attempting GS in wheat
The success of a GS breeding approach is determined by its abil-
ity to increase the rate of gain per unit of time, while maintaining
affordable costs. The most cost-effective way to ensure the success
of GS is to implement accurate selection in early generations. Hence,
improving the ‘accuracy’ of GS has been the focus of many studies.
When markers and QTL are in perfect linkage disequilibrium (LD),
accuracy is determined by the TP size (N), heritability of the trait
(h2) in the TP, and the effective number of loci Me  [53,54]:
r =
√
Nh2
Nh2 + Me
When QTL and markers are not closely linked, accuracy will be
low unless the TP and selection candidates are closely related [55].
Thus, the relationship between the TP and the selection candidates
is a key factor affecting accuracy [36,39,56–58]. In fact, simulation
studies have shown that genetic architecture affects the relative
performance of different GS models [54,59]. Other factors that can
sometimes affect accuracies include (i) genotype-by-environment
interaction between the TP and breeding target environments
[60,61], (ii) choice of statistical model [62], (iii) marker platform
[63,64], and (iv) genotype imputation method [65].
With so many variables to consider, it becomes nearly impos-
sible to predict the accuracy of GS in advance. Ultimately GS
strategies will need to be tested ‘the hard way’ by putting them
into practice in breeding programs. Some initial recommendations
can be, however, derived on the basis of results in other species.
5. Training population
First and foremost, the composition of the TP, its size, and its
relatedness to the BP are key elements in determining the pre-
diction accuracy of GS. The choice of individuals to include in the
TP is one of the most difﬁcult variables to optimize but it is piv-
otal to achieving high prediction accuracies. In general, the GS
approaches that have shown the highest levels of accuracy have
been those which had a TP with a large number of individuals,
all highly related to the BP, and with limited population struc-
ture [66]. Doubling the size of the TP always increased accuracy
when simulated mating designs based on 2-row spring barley lines
[32], although the increase was dependent on whether or not QTL
were observed (0.06–0.12 and 0.03–0.06 accuracy increase, respec-
tively) and the analysis method used. Furthermore, the accuracy of
GEBVs was  reduced when predicting across breeds of cattle, lack-
ing parental relatedness [67]. It seems that marker effects can be
inconsistent due to the presence of different alleles, allele frequen-
cies, linkage phases, and background effects (including epistasis;
i.e., the interaction between two or more genes controlling a sin-
gle phenotype) if the TP and BP are unrelated. The ideal TP would
be therefore composed of full-sibs (or half-sibs) of the BP, and it
should therefore be a priority of plant breeders to develop ad hoc
TP for each BP. It is also important to keep this relatedness through-
out the GS cycles. At each cycle of recombination and selection, the
progenies of the BP could accumulate genetic diversity and gene
frequencies could change to the point that the TP diverges from
the BP. Therefore the breeder should be prepared to update the
TP at each cycle [28], or use closed recurrent selection schemes
with crosses occurring only between full-sibs or half-sibs. The ﬁrst
option has been widely discussed [68–73] and it has found thetation, but as discussed it presents several limitations in terms of
selection accuracies. Instead, a hybrid method merging these two
options has been selected for developing the breeding schemes
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resented here to ensure high accuracies in the second and third
ycles of recurrent GS. In addition, inter-mating of full-sibs and half-
ibs guarantees a rapid movement toward inbreeding and ﬁxing
f advantageous alleles. Moreover, as the TP in closed recurrent
election cycles remain related to the BP, it becomes possible to
ccumulate several phenotypic scorings for the BP over time and
ocations, and further improve the accuracy of the predictions [28].
o maximise the prediction accuracy of the model, only ‘within’
opulation (closed recurrent) selection is proposed here, while
rosses occurring among populations (open recurrent selection) are
onsidered a C0 of a new GS breeding scheme. The new populations
reated at each cycle by artiﬁcial crosses (i.e., sub-populations) can
e inter-mated to maintain genetic diversity, or not intermated to
apidly narrow the frequency of alleles segregating.
The level of LD should be similar in the TP and BP, and it has
een shown that predictions are generally higher when LD is high,
uch as in heterozygous segregating ﬁlial generation (i.e., F2 and
3). However, low marker density can cause artiﬁcial overestimates
f LD and when coupled with the near homozygosity of late ﬁlial
enerations (i.e. F5 and following) causes a substantial decrease in
rediction accuracy [32]. Hence, when TP and BP are not derived
rom the same parents, or are not at the same level of inbreed-
ng, marker density must be increased to account for the increased
ffective population size and recombination rate [28].
There is a need for more research on the use of TPs that are
ot sibs of the BP and on the impact of the LD phase of the QTL
ffects across less related individuals [28]. Overall, GEBV accuracy
ecreases as more unrelated the TP is to the BP due to inconsistent
TL effects. However, since the key advantage of GS over pheno-
ypic selection is the rate of gain per unit time, it is not realistic
o slow the process by delaying the selection in the BP until phe-
otypic data can be obtained from a ﬁxed (i.e., F5 or later) TP,
enerated from the same cross as the BP. The use of historical data
s TP is common practice in animal breeding, and has been tested
ith some success in plant breeding as well [74]. The advantage is
hat the historical data can be derived from ﬁeld trials conducted on
ermplasm, which was then used as parents of the BPs under selec-
ion, and therefore a TP with low levels of relatedness to the BP is
vailable for prediction from the start. These types of TP have been
orded as ‘far related’ to indicate that are not derived from sibs of
he BP, but rather by genotypes that contributed to the BP in some
ays and share a certain degrees of parentage. Still, the allelic com-
inations within a given BP will only be sparsely represented in far
elated TPs, preventing the model from properly assessing epista-
is and ultimately reducing the prediction accuracy. Various efforts
re underway by the wheat breeding community to assemble large
nternational phenotypic datasets that could be later used as uni-
ersal TPs (e.g., by the Wheat Initiative’s Expert Working Group on
heat Breeding Methods and Strategies). TPs derived from histori-
al datasets can be deployed in GS breeding schemes as long as it is
lear that the accuracies will be low and therefore indexes should
e used to weight the signiﬁcance of the results. Here four GS breed-
ng approaches are presented to take advantage of far related TPs in
he early recurrent cycles, but that aim at achieving highly related
P by the later cycles.
Another critical issue concerning the TP is its size. In this sense,
 general consensus does not exist in the literature, other than the
P should be as large as possible. In maize bi-parental populations,
cceptable accuracy was achieved in bi-parental progenies using as
ew as 60 individuals [30]. Riedelsheimer et al. [71] showed least-
quares estimates of accuracy of 0.59 based on a TP of 84 individual
or full sib maize doubled haploid populations. Bentley et al. [75]
ested the effect of TP size on prediction of key agronomic traits in
lite European wheat using stratiﬁed bootstrap resampling [76] of
Ps of 50, 100 and 200 individuals. Although this showed improved
rediction as the TP size increased for key traits (height, ﬂoweringce 242 (2016) 23–36
time, thousand kernel weight and protein content) the prediction of
yield did not show marked improvement when increasing from 50
to 200 bootstrap samples in the TP. On the other hand, several hun-
dred individuals would be required to achieve similar accuracy with
a historical (less related) TP. The ideal size of a TP depends on sev-
eral factors (heritability of the trait, level of relatedness, population
structure, level of accuracy desired, and several others). To achieve
accuracies above 0.5, based on an empirical estimation from pre-
vious works we suggest using a TP of at least 50 individuals that
are full-sibs of the BP, 100 individuals for half-sibs, and at least
1000 individuals for a less related TP. In most cases the availabil-
ity of multiple observations for each trait (e.g., multi-environments
testing) can supplement the reduction of the number of individu-
als. Low heritability traits pose a problem for both phenotypic and
genomic selection, and thus require larger TPs and number of test
locations in order to maintain high accuracies [67]. A TP of 10,000
less related individuals is necessary to achieve an accuracy of 0.7
for a trait of heritability 0.3 [67]. GS outperformed both phenotypic
and MARS when trait heritability was 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8, but GEBV
accuracy decreased with decreasing heritability [24].
The strategy used for selecting the individuals of the TP is also
important. The general rule of breeding applies also to GS predic-
tions: if a population does not segregate for a trait it is not possible
to improve it with selection. When extrapolating this concept to
the TP, it is evident that a TP that does not have the same alle-
les segregating in the BP cannot be used to train a model for its
prediction. More importantly, a TP that has been ﬁxed for speciﬁc
traits has lost the ability to predict for these traits in the BP. It is
therefore important to select a TP that is related to the BP (i.e., with
the same alleles), but also that has not been biased for any spe-
ciﬁc trait, unless the same bias is also imposed on the BP. There are
examples in which a TP that had undergone PS against lodging and
late ﬂowering habitus was used to predict the performance of a BP
that had not undergone any PS, and it resulted in a BP that was still
segregating for these two undesirable traits [77].
An optimization method was recently proposed when a large set
of candidates have been genotyped and the resources for pheno-
typing (i.e., TP size) are limited [78]. From the theoretical formula
for coefﬁcient of determination (R2), Rincent et al. [78] developed
an algorithm for optimally sampling the subset of lines that max-
imizes the crossbred performance. The usefulness of their method
was subsequently demonstrated on both simulated and real maize
data, wheat and rice data [66].
6. Genomic-enabled prediction incorporating
genotype × environment interactions
In plant breeding, multi-environment trials for assessing geno-
type × environment interactions (GE) play an important role in
selecting stable and high performance phenotypes. Despite the
importance of GE in plant breeding trials, most GS research used
single-environment or averaged means for prediction models.
It was very recently that research demonstrated that multi-
environment linear mixed models can account for correlated
environmental structures within the genomic best linear unbiased
predictor (GBLUP) framework and thus can predict performance
of unobserved phenotypes using pedigree and molecular markers
[79].
The approaches used to model GE have evolved over time with
changes in the information available (e.g., molecular markers and
the increased availability of environmental data) and advances
in statistical and computational methods. With genetic informa-
tion such as that given by molecular markers, several approaches
have been developed [80,81] that allow incorporation of environ-
mental (EC) and genotypic (GC) covariates, as ﬁrst proposed by
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enis [82]. The quantity of markers and EC information that can
e incorporated into these models is, however, limited. Recently,
he GS models ﬁrst introduced by Meuwissen et al. [23] were
urther extended into multi-environment models that can han-
le large numbers of individuals genotyped with large numbers
f markers and evaluated in multiple environments. The ﬁrst to
se genomic prediction incorporating dense molecular markers as
ell as pedigree information was Burguen˜o et al. [79], who  pro-
osed analysis of multi-environment data using a multi-variate
ersion of the genomic best linear unbiased predictor (GBLUP)
nd pedigree best linear unbiased predictor. They found that the
ulti-environment GBLUP outperformed the multi-environment
edigree-based mixed model, as well as that of single-environment
edigree or genomic models. Heslot et al. [83] presented genomic
E models that estimate marker effects in each environment sep-
rately.
Modern information systems can capture large volumes of envi-
onmental information such as, inter alia, temperature, radiation,
oil fertility, or moisture, thus coinciding with the developmental
hases of a crop. In principle, this information should be useful for
ncorporating GE into the analysis; however, modeling interactions
etween high-dimensional markers and high-dimensional envi-
onmental co-variables (EC) can be a very difﬁcult task. Recently,
arquín et al. [84] proposed dealing with interactions between
arkers and EC using random effects models, where main and
nteraction effects are modeled using Gaussian processes with
ovariance functions based on genetic and environmental similar-
ty among entries. They used the structure induced by a reaction
orm model as a covariance function, and applied the proposed
pproach to wheat data evaluated over multiple years and loca-
ions. Furthermore, 130 ECs were deﬁned based on ﬁve phases of
he phenology of the crop. The interaction terms accounted for a
izable proportion (15%) of the within-environment yield variance,
nd the prediction accuracy of models including interaction terms
as substantially higher (20%) than that of models based on main
ffects only. Hence, methods that can capitalize upon the wealth
f genomic and environmental information available are likely
o become increasingly important. Likewise, when attempting to
evelop a practical implementation of a GS scheme for breeding of
uperior wheat cultivars, it remains compulsory to rely on multi-
nvironment trials in order to have solid phenotypic values for the
P. In this sense where deﬁned the terms preliminary yield trials
PYT) when the TP is only tested in one or few environments in
ield plots of reduced size, and advanced yield trials (AYT) when
he amount of seeds for the TP is sufﬁcient to conduct multiple
nvironments trials in yield plots of proper size and without the
onfounding effect of heterozygosity.
This reaction norm model [84] was used by Zhang et al. [85]
ith 19 tropical maize bi-parental populations evaluated in multi-
nvironment trials used to assess prediction accuracy of different
uantitative traits using low-density (∼200 markers) single-
ucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and genotyping-by-sequencing
GBS, ∼2000 markers). Results showed that low-density SNPs
∼200 markers) were largely sufﬁcient to get good prediction in
i-parental maize populations for simple traits with moderate-
o-high heritability, but GBS outperformed low-density SNPs for
omplex traits and simple traits evaluated under stress condi-
ions with low-to-moderate heritability. Moreover, heritability and
enetic architecture of target traits affected prediction perfor-
ance. Prediction accuracy of complex traits such as grain yield
ere consistently lower than those of simple traits, e.g. anthesis
ate and plant height. Prediction accuracy under stress conditions
as consistently lower and more variable than under well-watered
onditions for all the target traits because of their poor heritability
nder stress conditions. Another important result of this study was
hat the prediction accuracy of GE models was found to be superiorce 242 (2016) 23–36 27
to that of non-GE models for complex traits and marginal for simple
traits.
Recently Heslot et al. [83] described cases where crop modeling
together with ECs can be used for genomic prediction incorporat-
ing GE. These authors used a crop model to derive stress covariates
from daily weather data for predicted crop development stages
and proposed an extension of the factorial regression model to
genomic prediction. Lopez-Cruz et al. [86] proposed GS models
that accommodate GE by explicitly modeling interactions between
all available markers and environments. This M×E model can be
easily implemented using existing software for GS  and the model
can be implemented using both shrinkage methods as well as vari-
able selection methods. Also the M×E  decomposes marker effects
into components that are common across environments (stabil-
ity) and environment-speciﬁc deviations. This information, which
is not provided by standard multi-environment mixed models, can
be used to identify genomic regions whose effects are stable across
environments and others that are responsible for M×E.
7. Costs associated with genomic selection
Wheat breeders are faced with several practical considerations
when deciding how and if to apply GS in their program. One of
these is the cost of genotyping the TP and BP as compared to the
cost of PS and the associated ﬁnancial return on increased genetic
gain via GS. One hectare of properly managed land can accom-
modate 1000 experimental plots of 4.5 m2, which are sufﬁcient to
estimate differences in yield performance. The price for land man-
agement varies drastically from country to country. The two CGIAR
centres that have received the global wheat breeding, namely Cen-
tro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maíz y Trigo (CIMMYT) and
the International Center for Agricultural Research in the dry Areas
(ICARDA), have an average cost of US$ 10,000 per ha; i.e., equal
to US$ 10 per plot. Assuming that at least three environments and
two replications are needed for controlling the error, the analysis of
each individual for agronomical performances is estimated at US$
60. To this cost can be added the price of conducting bread baking
analysis, which is typically performed only on a subset of superior
material, and the cost for storing the seeds and conducting artiﬁcial
inoculations. All things considered, the PS cost reaches averages of
approximately US$ 100 per individual.
Table 1 provides a calculation of the cost of various genotyping
platforms that can be used for GS. In terms of genotyping, a few
considerations can be derived from the work conducted in other
species. The number of markers used has been demonstrated to
only minimally affect the accuracy of the predictions, as long as
at least one marker exists in LD with each QTL  [71]. Rather than
number, even marker distribution across the genome, their abil-
ity to tag important loci, and the generation at which they are
used become important factors. In fact, in the early generations
(F2 or F3) a large number of loci are in LD, meaning that a lower
number of markers would be sufﬁcient to predict the alleles at all
loci. In later generations, this is no longer true and the number of
markers deployed should rise accordingly. However, big steps for-
ward have been made for in silico computation of the alleles of
loci that are located in-between markers. This approach is deﬁned
as “imputation”. Practically, the parents of a population are geno-
typed at high density using speciﬁc platforms, while their offspring
are only scanned at low resolution. Starting from the allele calling of
the low-resolution genotyping, and assuming the absence of dou-
ble crossovers, the alleles at all other loci can be imputed starting
from the parental data. This allows the use of cheaper genotyping
of progeny while still obtaining high-density genotyping matri-
ces. Other considerations to be kept in mind when selecting the
ideal marker platform for conducting GS are: (i) the necessity to
28 F.M. Bassi et al. / Plant Science 242 (2016) 23–36
Table 1
Comparison of genotyping platforms for genomic selection of wheat.
Platform Number of markersa Cost per individual (US $)b Advantage Disadvantages Provider
KASPAr 90 1 No missing data
Co-dominant
Scalable number of markers
Bi-allelic LGC Genomics
Illumina 15K 10,000 35 No missing data
Co-dominant
Bi-allelic Various
Genotyping by Sequencing 10,000 12 Multi-allelic
Co-dominant
Lots of missing data
Massive data
Universities
DArT  Seq 10,000 25 Multi-allelic
Co-dominant
Missing data Triticarte
Illumina 90K 15,000 50 No missing data
Co-dominant
Bi-allelic Various
Axiom 35K 20,000 50 No missing data
Co-dominant
Bi-allelic Affymetrix
Axiom 850K 300,000 250 No missing data
Co-dominant
Bi-allelic
Massive data
Affymetrix
a Expected number of polymorphic markers based on literature.
b Derived from quotes received in the past 12 months; each provider might change the price based on the population size or established collaborations. These estimates
do  not include the cost of DNA extraction nor of shipping plates to providers.
Table 2
Comparisons between various genomic selection (GS) schemes, their gains (G) and inbreeding levels among full-sibs (FS) and half-sibs (HS), assuming selection for yield
(details  and assumptions used for developing this table are presented in the section ‘comparison of the proposed GS schemes’).
F2 recurrent mass GS
F N FS HS G S TP S.A. S.I. (k) G/h2
On-season 2 F2 1000 0.500 0.500 1000 40 Unrelated 0.30 2.66 0.80
Off-season 2 F1 20 0.375 0.425
On-season 3 F2 500 0.188 0.213 500 80 Unrelated 0.30 1.52 0.46
Off-season 3 F1 40 0.141 0.181
On-season 4 F2 400 0.070 0.090 400 + 500 80 Unrelated 0.30 1.40 0.42
Off-season 4 F1 40 0.053 0.077
On-season 5 F2 400 0.026 0.038 400 80 PYT DH3 0.50 1.40 0.70
Off-season 5 F1 40 0.020 0.033
Total 2440 0.020 0.033 2800 280 0.35 1.74 2.37
F3 recurrent GS
F N FS HS G S TP S.A. S.I. (k) G/h2
On-season 2 F2 20,000 0.500 0.500 325
Off-season 2 F3 750 0.250 0.250 750 40 Unrelated 0.30 2.06 0.41
On-season 3 F1 20 0.188 0.213 20
Off-season 3 F2 10,000 0.094 0.106 150
On-season 4 F3 300 0.047 0.053 300 + 500 80 PYT F4:5 0.40 1.22 0.33
Off-season 4 F1 40 0.035 0.045 40
On-season 5 F2 10,000 0.018 0.023 150
Off-season 5 F3 300 0.009 0.011 300 80 AYT F6:8 0.50 1.22 0.41
On-season 6 F1 60 0.007 0.010
Total 41,470 0.009 0.011 1850 560 0.40 1.50 1.15
F4 recurrent GS
F N FS HS G S TP S.A. S.I. (k) G / h2
On-season 2 F2 20,000 0.500 0.500 1500
Off-season 2 F3 1500 0.250 0.250 325
On-season 3 F4 750 0.125 0.125 750 40 Unrelated 0.30 2.06 0.31
Off-season 3 F1 20 0.094 0.106 20
On-season 4 F2 10,000 0.047 0.053 750
Off-season 4 F3 750 0.023 0.027 100
On-season 5 F4 200 0.012 0.013 200 + 500 80 AYT F6:8 0.50 0.97 0.24
Off-season 5 F1 40 0.009 0.011 40
On-season 6 F2 10,000 0.004 0.006 600
Off-season 6 F3 600 0.002 0.003 80
On-season 7 F4 160 0.001 0.001 160 80 AYTmulti-env. 0.60 0.80 0.24
Off-season 7 F1 60 0.001 0.001
Total 44,080 0.009 0.011 1610 1730 0.47 1.28 0.79
F = generation, N = number of individuals, G = number of genotypes, S = number of selected individuals, TP = training population, S.A. = selection accuracy, S.I. = selection
intensity, h2 = heritability.
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e co-dominant in nature, as dominance effects in the heterozy-
otes cannot be distinguished by dominant markers; (ii) the overall
bsence of missing data as it can cause noise in the models, even
hough it can be partially controlled by imputation; (iii) the ability
o discriminate two or more alleles. This last aspect is important
n multi-parental schemes, where multiple alleles are segregating.
epending on the budget available and the computational capac-
ties, different platforms can be employed. It is not the scope of
his article to discuss which genotyping system is the best. Rather,
he number of individuals to be phenotyped and genotyped has
een presented for each GS breeding scheme (Table 2), together
ith the cost of genotyping an individual for each marker platform.
he reader is then free to compute its cost of conducting GS based
n the preferred platform and speciﬁc land charges. In fact, to the
rices reported in Table 1 need to be added approximately US$ 3 per
ample for DNA extraction. Also, the size of each scheme has been
xed to 50 individuals in each TP, with 10 TPs to be used to select
rom 10 BPs. It can be derived that at least 50 plots, replicated twice
n at least four locations are needed for proper GS modelling that
ccounts for GE. This is a total of 4000 plots or approximately 4 ha
f land. Furthermore, the BP will also need several cycles of nor-
al  PS in the ﬁeld before reaching cultivar release consideration. It
ppears therefore that GS schemes in wheat will have similar costs
o PS. Hence, unless the price per ha of land is signiﬁcantly higher
han US$ 10,000 or if the number of locations used for preliminary
ield trials is much higher than three, wheat breeders should prob-
bly not consider switching to GS as a method to reduce the costs
f their program. Instead, the potential of increasing the gain per
nit time should be the real driver for a GS revolution in wheat
reeding.
. Wheat breeding practices missing from GS research
Gaps exist between some of the academic analyses designed
o date to evaluate GS for wheat and the practical activities con-
ucted in wheat breeding programs. In this section some of these
ncongruences have been listed together with suggestions on how
o integrate them into GS schemes.
All wheat breeding programs derive their early segregating pop-
lations from several crosses of various parents. These crosses are
hen selected on the basis of ‘among’ population performances,
eaning that a large number of crosses get discarded at each
ycle. This aspect of ‘among’ populations selection is often given
ow importance in academic research [6,87]. In the schemes pre-
ented here this aspect has been integrated, both including steps
f PS, or by using GEBV as indicators of overall performance of
he populations. Colloquially, wheat breeders deploying GS need
o understand that the use of GEBV will replace the phenotypic
alue in all its functions. Therefore, the selection of individuals can
e made as ‘indices’ of GEBV from various traits can be made to pro-
ide selection priorities, e.g., on agronomics, host plant resistance,
rain quality, and so on [88]; but also, a selection ‘among’ BPs can
e made on the basis of their overall average and maximum GEBV.
ence, a BP with lower GEBV could be moved out of GS the same
ay that an individual with lower GEBV would be discarded over
ne with better performances.
Wheat breeding programs have to adapt their selection schemes
o consider mere logistics. The implementation of shuttle breeding
ith two ﬁeld seasons per year has become a reality for most spring
heat breeding programs, but this has required the optimization
f seed movement, time of harvest and type of ﬁeld experiments
onducted. These considerations have also been included in the GS
reeding schemes presented here. It can be estimated for wheat
reeding programs that rely on service providers for genotyping
hat the turnaround time between tissue sampling and complete
EBV predictions is approximately three months, divided as: onece 242 (2016) 23–36 29
week for leaf sampling, one week for DNA extraction, one week for
shipping, six weeks for genotyping by service provider, one week
for imputation and running the models, and one week is left to the
wheat breeder for completing the selection. Based on these cal-
culations, it needs to be ensured that the growing conditions will
allow for three months to pass between the stages of two  weeks
old seedlings that can be sampled for tissue and the time of ﬂow-
ering. In most regions with cold or mildly cold winters this would
not be a problem. In other instances, it could be considered to use
instead artiﬁcially controlled environments where the temperature
can be kept between 16 ◦C and 18 ◦C and daylight length is reduced
to 6 h. Once the crosses have been completed, then the artiﬁcial
environment can be accelerated again for the wheat to mature in
time for the next sowing season. An additional consideration is the
use of DH to accelerate inbreeding. This approach is rarely used for
spring-types as in comparison with shuttle-breeding only provides
minor acceleration of inbreeding, while completely loses the possi-
bility of ﬁeld selection. Instead, DH represents a clear advantage for
winter-types. A mention has been made to indicate what GS breed-
ing schemes would be more suitable for the use in winter-types
and DH technology. However, in rapid-cycle recurrent programs
as those described here it would be logistically very challenging to
insert a step of DH. Rather it would be more convenient to utilize
artiﬁcial environments like greenhouses or growing chambers to
also ensure an off-season for winter-types.
In general, a rapid-cycle recurrent GS scheme aims at matching
the ‘generation of genotyping’ with the ‘generation of prediction’
and the ‘generation of crossing’. When these conditions are met  the
gain per cycle will be maximised. On the other hand, the ‘generation
of genotyping’ of the TP might not match that of the BP, while the
‘generation of prediction’ of the BP is always after the ‘generation
of phenotyping’ of the TP. These values can therefore be used in the
future to summarize a breeding scheme for GS in wheat.
Another incongruence that exists between the plant breeders’
approach and some of the conclusions presented in various articles
is the use of accuracy alone as a method to determine the success
of a GS approach. While accuracy is a good system to determine the
performances of a model, it does not directly respond to the most
important question a breeder has to ask of the data: how many of
the top 5% individuals for a given trait were correctly selected? In
fact, an accuracy of 0.4 seems to suggest that 40% (i.e., 8 individu-
als) were properly selected, which is a level of failure too high for a
plant breeding program. However, this is not necessarily the case
and often models with accuracies of 0.4 or 0.5 were instead capable
of picking 60% or 70% of the top individuals [89]. This is proba-
bly due to better prediction ability when estimating the extreme
values, and higher noise in estimating the average performances.
Empirical gain from selection is therefore the only true measure,
and predictions must be validated. Hence, it would be preferable
if future studies of GS performances in wheat also include the per-
centage of top individuals correctly selected. However, it should be
kept in mind that the phenotype is only a predictor of true breeding
value (TBV), just as GEBV is. So selecting the very same individuals
in GS and PS is not necessarily the grail to seek, since the propor-
tion of the top 5% TBV selected by PS may  not be higher than that
selected by GS.
One ﬁnal consideration is the progress toward inbreeding that
occurs as progenies derived from the same parents (full- or half-
sibs) are inter-crossed in the cycles 1, 2, and 3 of a GS recurrent
program. The crossing of full-sibs will move the progenies toward
inbreeding with a frequency of 1⁄3 of the loci per cycle, while half-
sibs at a rate of ¼. This is particularly important in wheat breeding
where inbred lines are released as cultivars to farmers. Table 2 pro-
vides a summary of the inbreeding level at each step of GS closed
recurrent schemes. In the following section, the terminology “sub”
has been added to the word “population” to count the number of
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ubsequent crosses among full- or half- sibs from the same popula-
ion; for instance: a sub-sub-population is derived by ﬁrst crossing
wo parents, then mating two of their sibs, and then again mating
rogenies of those sibs.
The consideration of increasing inbreeding also has an effect on
nother component of the genetic gain: the selection intensity. In
act, wheat breeders apply different selection intensities depend-
ng on the inbreeding level reached at each cycle. Similarly, the
reeding schemes for GS presented here have variable levels of
election intensity depending on the generation, inbreeding value,
nd improved accuracies due to updating of the TP.
. Breeding schemes for genomic selection in wheat
.1. F2 recurrent mass GS
This scheme (Fig. 1) takes advantage of the increase in gain gen-
rated by shortening the length of each recurrent cycle. As no PS is
onducted (see other schemes below), a larger number of lines have
o be genotyped. However, due to the high LD that exists at the F2
eneration, platforms that mark as little as 100 loci can be employed
o drive down the cost of genotyping in combination with impu-
ation methods. However, this is true only for those cycles with
ow levels of inbreeding (Table 2). Also, nearly all steps can be con-
ucted in the greenhouse, making this a method of choice for those
egions that do not beneﬁt of a ﬁeld off-season or for germplasm
hat requires a long vernalization step. Due to the speed of cycling,
he TP is mainly ‘far related’, but using the DH technology full- or
alf- sib TPs are generated in the fourth recurrent cycle.
C0: 20 bi-parental populations are derived from artiﬁcial cross-
ng of 40 parental lines, and 50 F2 individuals each are grown in the
reenhouse. All 1000 individuals are used for genotyping. On the
asis of known markers-trait associations (i.e., association genet-
cs or QTL analysis) the genes with major effects are identiﬁed and
elected (i.e., MAS). Additionally, the same set of markers is used
o estimate the genetic diversity within each population. Further-
ore, on the basis of a ‘far related’ TP, the GEBV for various traits is
redicted. Compiling the MAS  data, and ensuring maximum GEBV
nd genetic diversity, four individuals from each population are
elected and used in pairs for artiﬁcial crossing. Ten populations
re discarded on the basis of their overall low GEBV values and lack
f major genes segregating. To generate a full-sib training popula-
ion, all the individuals that have been genotyped get harvested as
ingle seed and grown out as F3 to produce double haploids (DH1)
n on-season 3.
C1: 20 sub-populations, derived from 10 initial populations
each represented by 2 full-sibs crosses, from 4 selected individ-
als), are grown in season 3 in the greenhouse. A total of 25 F2 each
re used for genotyping (500 individuals). In addition, all the 50
H1 produced for each of the 10 populations are also genotyped. In
otal, 1000 individuals are genotyped. The selection procedures fol-
ow the same directives as for C0 and eight individuals are selected
rom each of the 10 sub-populations. Again, 10 sub-populations are
iscarded on the basis of overall GEBV values.
C2: 40 sub-sub-populations, derived from selected 10 sub-
opulations (each represented by 4 full-sibs crosses, from 8
elected individuals) are grown in season 4 in the greenhouse. A
otal of 10 F2 each are used for genotyping (400 individuals). Selec-
ion follows the same principle of C0, with 20 sub-sub-populations
iscarded, and four individuals selected from each of the remaining
0 sub-sub-populations and used for crossing in pairs. Simultane-
usly, the training population has been increased sufﬁciently (DH3)
o perform preliminary yield trials at one location in 4.5 m2 plots.
C3: Since this scheme is particularly fast, a full forth cycle of
ecombination can be performed before entering normal breedingce 242 (2016) 23–36
selection. In season 5, 40 sub-sub populations of 10 F2 individuals
each are grown in the greenhouse. These individuals are genotyped
to undergo GS. At this stage, the GEBV are calculated on the basis
of the PYT characterization of full-sib training populations (DH3).
Using these values, a variable number of individuals are selected
from each sub-sub-sub-populations to recombine, depending on
how many sub-sub-sub-sub-populations are required to enter nor-
mal  breeding in season 6.
9.2. F3 recurrent GS with phenotypic selection in F2
The goal is to couple a step of PS, which allows to reduce the
number of individuals to be genotyped, while taking advantage of
the rapid gain per year of GS (Fig. 2). As per the F2 scheme, the
importance that is given to the GEBV changes at each cycle of selec-
tion based on the accuracy of the phenotyping and relatedness of
the TP (i.e., indices).
C0: 40 parents are crossed in pairs to generate 20 bi-parental
populations. Approximately 1000 F2 individuals are grown in the
normal on-season in the ﬁeld. Based on lodging, ﬂowering time,
and overall visual scoring a strong ‘among’ population selection is
applied to discard one quarter (i.e., 5) of the crosses. For the remain-
ing 15 crosses, 2.5% selection intensity (25 individuals) is applied
‘within’ populations. Two seeds from each selected F2 individu-
als are grown under artiﬁcially controlled conditions, for a total of
50 individuals per population and 750 individuals total. The DNA
is extracted from all individuals and used for genotyping. In this
cycle, a full-sib TP has yet to be created and therefore it would not
be possible to calculate GEBV with high-accuracy. Instead, major
effect genes are ﬁxed at this cycle by employing MAS: a subset of
100 or 200 selected markers can be used for this purpose. Also, this
set of markers can be used to determine the level of genetic diver-
sity between the full-sib progenies. Finally, GEBV can be estimated
using a ‘far related’ TP. Two  pairs of full-sibs (four individuals in
total) are selected from each of the populations using an index:
i) presence of major alleles based on MAS, ii) good genetic diver-
sity, iii)  larger GEBV. The ﬁve populations that have the smallest
number of available major alleles, and the lowest overall GEBV will
be discarded at this stage. The two  pairs of full-sibs are artiﬁcially
crossed to generate two  cycle 1 sub-populations, each derived from
one C0 population. All 50 F3 individuals from each population are
harvested to later become the full-sibs TP. One F4 seed from each
individual is moved forward by means of single seed descent, 50
individuals per population total.
C1: 20 sub-populations enter the ﬁrst recurrent cycle, derived
from 10 initial populations (each represented by 2 full-sibs crosses,
from 4 selected individuals). Approximately 500 F2 individuals are
sown in the ﬁeld during the 3rd off-season. Selection for ﬂowering
time, lodging and other visual scorings are applied to discard 5 sub-
populations (from 5 different populations) and select 10 individuals
from each of the remaining 15 sub-populations. Simultaneously,
preliminary yield data are collected from F4:5 training populations
as PYT. Once yield data are collected, one single seed is propagated
from each plot to generate F6 individuals for the TP. During the
3rd on-season, 2 seeds for each of the 10 selected F2 are sown in
the greenhouse for a total of 300 individuals (15 sub-populations
derived from 10 populations). Additionally, all the F6 individuals
from the 10 training populations are sown as single seeds to become
the individuals of the TP. The DNA is extracted and large-scale geno-
typing performed on all individuals. Major effects are further ﬁxed
by means of MAS, while the GEBV are calculated using the PYT data.
Using these values, only one sub-population from each initial pop-
ulation is selected, and within sub-populations eight individuals
are used for crossing.
C2: 40 sub-sub-populations (derived from 10 initial populations,
each represented by 4 full-sibs crosses, from 8 selected individuals)
F.M. Bassi et al. / Plant Science 242 (2016) 23–36 31
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tig. 1. Schematic representation of recurrent mass genomic selection in F2. [P =
H  = doubled haploid].
nter this cycle. Approximately 250 F2 individuals each are sown in
he ﬁeld during the on-season 4 and will undergo phenotypic selec-
ion. One quarter of the sub-sub-populations is discarded, while for
he selected ones a total of 5 F2 individuals are identiﬁed and two
3 seeds each are moved forward. Simultaneously, the individuals
f the TP have been harvested as F6:8 seeds in off-season 4 and the
eeds have been increased sufﬁciently to conduct AYT. Additionally,
aking quality data will be collected from at least two locations, and
he response to diseases will be recorded during the on- or the off-
eason. One single plant will be harvested from each plot at one
ocation to produce F9 seeds. During the 5th off-season, the 300
elected F3 individuals from the 30 sub-sub-populations and the
00 F9 of the 10 training populations will be sown in the green-
ouse. DNA is extracted and large-scale genotyping is conducted.
t this cycle, the GEBV is calculated on the basis of the F9 geno-
yping data and the ﬁeld, quality, and disease scorings from the
6:8. Ten sub-sub-populations are discarded on the basis of small
verage GEBV values. In the remaining 20 sub-sub-populations, six
ndividuals are selected and used for mating.
C3: a total of 60 sub-sub-sub-populations (derived from 10 ini-
ial populations, each represented by 6 full-sibs crosses, from 12
elected individuals). This material is now ready to enter normal
reeding selection.
.3. F4 recurrent GS with phenotypic selection in F2 and F3
The aim is to use PS to keep the number of genotyping individual
ow. Also, postponing the genotyping generation compared to the
3 scheme creates the advantage that a full-sib TP can be developed
y C1, while by C2 large amounts of phenotypic data can be collected
or the training population before doing the last cycle of recurrent
election. However, two  additional years are required to complete
he approach as compared to the F3 scheme (Fig. 3).tal line, C = recurrent cycle, SSD = single seed descent, SSP = sub-sub-population,
Brieﬂy, this breeding approach uses the same concepts of the
F3 cycling, but a second phenotypic selection step is conducted at
the F3 level. This second selection can be conducted in disease nurs-
eries so that ‘among’ and ‘within’ populations selection can be done
with higher accuracy. In C0, the crossing is performed between indi-
viduals that are selected on the basis of MAS, genetic diversity and
GEBV from an unrelated training population, as described for the F3
scheme. The training population is derived from single seed descent
of the F4 individuals grown at C0. However, the GEBV values at the
end of C1 are derived from genotypic data from F7 training individ-
uals and from PYT of F5:6, while the GEBV in cycle 2 are predicted
on the basis of multi years and multi locations trials of F7:8 and F7:9
individuals.
9.4. F7 recurrent GS with PS until F6
The breeding PS is performed as normal until the ﬁrst PYT in
the 4th on-season as F5:6. At this stage, one single F6 plant from
all populations that undergo ﬁeld trials is also genotyped (Fig. 4).
The combination of genotyping and phenotyping is used to make a
GEBV prediction and determine the additive genetic component of
each trait. The material with the highest GEBV is then intercrossed
in the following season (off-season 4) and enters C0. At the same
time, only the selection is moved forward to the next stage of AYT.
C1 can follow the same procedure or take advantage of the large
set of lines already genotyped and phenotyped. These would then
become the TP for the following cycles and any of the previously
described schemes can be deployed to accelerate the gain per year.
Further, this is the ideal scheme to be included as ﬁrst recurrent
cycle for winter wheat types. The main difference would be that
seasons 1 to 3 are replaced by two  years for the development of a
sufﬁcient amount of DH seeds to conduct PYT assessment. There-
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ore reducing the time per cycle by one year, but without imposing
S before the PYT.
0. Comparison of the proposed GS schemes
In order to compare the four GS schemes described, Table 2
hows their total gains, inbreeding levels when exiting GS, and total
umber of individuals to be phenotyped and genotyped. The values
f Table 2 have been provided to adapt to any trait as the heritability
alues were not estimated, but all considerations have been made
hinking about yield as the primary trait. The level of inbreeding is
alculated considering hybridization occurring only within families
FS) or related families (HS). Self-fertilization increases inbreeding
evel by ½ at each cycle, FS mating by 1/3, and HS mating by ¼. The
alue for inbreeding relates only to those loci not under selection, PS
or GS. The alleles under marker selection can be maintained as het-
rozygous or ﬁxed depending on the desire of the wheat breeder.
he alleles of highly heritable traits can also be ﬁxed by PS.
The values of selection accuracy are self-generated, using esti-
ations from previous work. When the TP is unrelated or distantly
elated to the BP the accuracy tends to be low (between 0.2 and 0.4).
ere, the value 0.3 was assigned. When the TP is fully related to the
P, but the ﬁeld data are not sufﬁcient to properly estimate GE (i.e.,
YT) or there is still dominance (i.e., in the early generations) the
ccuracy tends to be between 0.3 and 0.5 and therefore an averagene, C = recurrent cycle, SSD = single seed descent, SSP = sub-sub-population].
value (0.4) was used. When the TP is fully related to the BP and at
least 4 environments (AYT) are available, the accuracy is normally
between 0.4 and 0.6 and the average value (0.5) was used. In cases
where more than 4 environments are available the accuracy value
used in the Table was  0.6.
Selection intensity value was  calculated using the formula
i = S/P [90] where S is the selection differential and P is the stan-
dard deviation of the trait. Based on Hallauer and Miranda [91], i
can be estimated as k, function of p, which is the rate of selected
individuals over the total number of individuals, when the popula-
tion size is greater than 50 and it is independent of the trait under
selection. The rate of genetic gain per year (G) is presented as a
ratio of the heritability (h2), (G/h2) because different populations
and different traits will have different heritability values, but this
value is independent from PS vs. GS. In generating Table 2 it was
assumed that no gain toward superior yield could be made by PS in
early generations. The gain per year was calculated as
Selection accuracy × Selection intensity
Years for one cycle
with the value of ‘years for one cycle’ set at 1, 1.5, and 2 for recur-
rent selection in F2, F3, and F4 generations, respectively. Table 2 is
not made for F7 recurrent GS as its value will depend on the single
wheat breeder decisions, but an estimate is provided in the section
below.
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A classical breeding program for wheat applies an average selec-
ion intensity of 2.00 [89] and can assume a selection accuracy of
 (as it is based on PS), and requires 5 years (F8 generation) before
ndergoing recurrent crossing. Therefore the G/h2 for a period of
0 years can be estimated as 0.8, equal to a rate of genetic gain of
.08 per year. Operating F7 GS recurrent scheme should guarantee
imilar outcomes as PS, with the reduction of the cycle’s length by
ne year, but at lower accuracy than PS. The gain should be there-
ore similar. Since large scale PS is used, a very large number of
opulations can enter the initial stages of GS, while approximately
nly 10 or 20 populations should reach the phenotyping and geno-
yping stage in order to make the approach ﬁnancially feasible. Thee, C = recurrent cycle, SSD = single seed descent, SSP = sub-sub-population].
main advantages are that it does not require signiﬁcant changes
to any normal breeding schemes, while still exploiting the power
of genomic prediction to identify the true additive genetic value
of the progenies under selection. The advantage of this scheme
resides in its simplicity of implementation, the low cost of geno-
typing, and the possibility of using GS to replace MAS  for complex
and simple traits. Further, since larger populations can be han-
dled through PS for simple traits, the effective size of the F2 and
following generations can be maintained larger, ensuring enough
allelic combinations to pyramid several traits. Finally, this is an
ideal scheme for winter types through the implementation of DH
technology.
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The F2 recurrent scheme beneﬁts from the highest accumulated
otal gain in a period of ﬁve years (2.37) equal to a rate of 0.47 per
ear, which is nearly six times higher than what achievable by clas-
ical breeding. The material selected this way will enter breeding
fter four full cycles of recurrent selection, which guarantees ﬁxing
f all major alleles and increased frequency of advantageous alleles
f minor effect genes. Full-sib mating ensures that high levels of
nbreeding are also reached. Also, since there is no PS, the popula-
ion size has to be kept small, which would make very difﬁcult to
nd progenies harbouring all positive alleles, but the use of recur-
ent cycles counters this negative effect and ensure selection of
ndividuals with combinations of all superior alleles from the two
nitial parents. However, the cost of genotyping remains the high-
st, with 2800 individuals to be screened in a period of ﬁve years.
urthermore, costly DH needs to be generated, the average accura-
ies (0.35) are low, and the ﬁrst time that the material undergoes
S is once it exits the GS scheme.
The F3 and F4 schemes are relatively similar, with a rate of
enetic gain per year of 0.19 and 0.11, respectively. Compared to
lassical breeding, the F3 scheme offers more than doubling of the
ield gain, while the F4 recurrent approach increases it by 1.4-fold.
he average accuracies are higher in the F4 (0.47) compared to
he F3 scheme (0.4), and similarly the number of individuals to
e genotyped is lower in the F4 scheme (1610) compared to the
3 (1850). The three cycles of recurrent selection applied to var-
ous traits ensures that highly performing material exits the GS
pproach and then enters the ﬁnal stages of breeding. Finally, the
tep of PS ensures that larger population sizes can be handled.
Apart from these speciﬁc considerations, one of the most inter-
sting aspect of F2, F3, and F4 closed recurrent GS schemes is that
he material that exits these selection procedures is highly ﬁxed
n homozygosity, with inbreeding values well above 98%. There-
ore the material can rapidly be multiplied and used for large-scale
eld evaluations, and eventually considered for variety release.
Conclusive data on the true gain as a result of GS in wheat remain
lusive, although numerous papers and pieces of supporting evi-line, C = recurrent cycle, SSD = single seed descent, SSP = sub-sub-population].
dence for this approach are starting to gather. In this article we
have endeavoured to present sound guidelines for wheat breeders,
allowing them to embark on the deployment of this new selec-
tion method. Each of the schemes presented has its advantages and
disadvantages. Ultimately, it remains the wheat breeders’ priority
to select the scheme that best suit their needs, and transform the
words reported here in more food for humanity.
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